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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbr</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGL</td>
<td>Above Ground Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOM</td>
<td>Aircraft Operations Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATPL</td>
<td>Airline Transport Pilot Licence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPL</td>
<td>Commercial Pilot Licence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EASA</td>
<td>European Aviation Safety Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYDR</td>
<td>Hydraulics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM</td>
<td>Operations Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTC</td>
<td>Co-ordinated Universal Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Identification number:</strong></td>
<td>LV2015086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Classification:</strong></td>
<td>Serious incident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date, time of occurrence:</strong></td>
<td>30 September 2015, 14.19 UTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location of occurrence:</strong></td>
<td>Rotterdam The Hague Airport, runway 06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration:</strong></td>
<td>G-LGNJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aircraft type:</strong></td>
<td>Saab 340B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aircraft category:</strong></td>
<td>Commercial aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of flight:</strong></td>
<td>Scheduled commercial flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phase of operation:</strong></td>
<td>Climb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Damage to aircraft:</strong></td>
<td>Light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flight crew:</strong></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cabin crew:</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Passengers:</strong></td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Injuries:</strong></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other damage:</strong></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Light conditions:</strong></td>
<td>Daylight</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Shortly after take-off from Rotterdam The Hague Airport to Aberdeen International Airport a Saab 340B with fifteen passengers, two flight crew and one cabin crew on board experienced a main hydraulic system failure on 30 September 2015. The aircraft returned to the airport of departure after having flown for a while in the nearby holding for trouble shooting. A safe landing was executed and the aircraft came to a stop on the runway, but during the engine shutdown the aircraft moved forward and to the left. The aircraft came to a full stop into the grass of the runway’s left hand shoulder. An emergency evacuation of the passengers followed. The passengers were uninjured.

The investigation showed that the main hydraulic system failure occurred due to hydraulic fluid leakage of a broken down lock swivel of the right hand main landing gear. The swivel was broken due to fatigue. For replacement of these swivels the aircraft manufacturer had issued a Service Bulletin in 2013.

The layout of the abnormal hydraulic malfunction checklists contributed so that alternative engine shut down procedures during ground operations with low hydraulic fluid quantity and low hydraulic pressure were missed by the flight crew. This resulted in forward engine thrust and uncontrolled movement of the aircraft. Both the manufacturer and the operator are taking measures to improve the checklists to prevent reoccurrence.

Furthermore, the investigation revealed that the flight crew did not immediately execute the memory item to turn off the electric hydraulic pump associated with the hydraulic failure, and that upon failure of the main hydraulic system one has to rely on the backup hydraulic hand pump system, the abnormal checklist is lacking information about the limitations of the hydraulic hand pump system.

The captain did not follow the operator’s procedures for passenger disembarkation in unusual situations. If he did so the outcome would have been a normal disembarkation, since there was no risk.
The flight

Before departure
The crew operated a commercial flight from Rotterdam The Hague Airport (Rotterdam) to Aberdeen International Airport (Aberdeen) on 30 September 2015. It was an outbound flight which was scheduled to depart with 15 passengers, two flight crew and one cabin crew.

The flight crew landed the aircraft earlier that day in Rotterdam with the inbound flight from Aberdeen. They noticed no abnormalities during the flight or ground operations. After completing the turnaround checks, including the external check, they started the return flight to Aberdeen. The captain was seated in the left hand seat and was the pilot flying. The take-off from runway 06 was uneventful.

Take-off and climb
A hydraulic caption light on the Central Warning Panel and an aural warning were activated during the climb out at approximately 400 feet AGL. The actual configuration of the aircraft was gear up and locked and flaps still at take-off position, flaps 15. After cancelation of the aural warning the flight crew checked the hydraulic pressure gauges. They noticed that the emergency pressure was normal, but the main pressure was low.

The flight crew continued the climb and selected flaps up. They noticed on the flap indicator that the flaps were not moving up and reset the flap lever to flaps 15. After levelling off, the first officer checked the hydraulic gauges and saw the hydraulic fluid quantity decreasing. The flight crew assessed the situation. Then, about two minutes after selection of flaps up, the first officer switched off the hydraulic pump. While the flight crew continued the departure, the first officer started the HYDR Light On abnormal checklist. Shortly thereafter, the flight crew switched controls making the first officer pilot flying. After coordination with air traffic control, they proceeded towards the Rotterdam holding (ROT holding) for trouble shooting.

ROT holding and approach
The captain continued with the HYDR Light On abnormal checklist followed by the HYDRAULIC FLUID LOSS abnormal checklist. The flight crew decided to return to Rotterdam, because the remaining fuel was not sufficient for a flight to Aberdeen with the flaps not in the up position. The abnormal checklist actions included the emergency landing gear extension followed by operating the hand pump lever to increase pressure in the brake accumulators. In the holding the flight crew switched controls again, so that the first officer could operate the hand pump. The hand pump was operated in the holding and during the approach for a total of about six minutes.
**Landing and taxiing**

On final, the captain informed air traffic control that they might have problems vacating the runway due to absence of nose wheel steering. The landing at runway 06 was uneventful.

The captain used engine reverse and wheel brakes to come to a complete stop just short of intersection V4. He asked the first officer to operate the hand pump again to increase brake pressure in order to taxi and to clear the runway. After two minutes of pumping, the flight crew noticed no increase of brake accumulator pressure on the gauge. The captain maintained pressure on the brakes with his feet because he was unable to set the parking brake. The flight crew decided to shut down the engines on the runway and informed air traffic control.

The flight crew executed the shutdown items on the normal checklist. Halfway the checklist (just prior to the checklist item “condition lever start”) the captain informed the passengers that the engines would be shut down on the runway. Then, the condition lever was moved to the start position whereupon the aircraft started to roll uncontrollable to the shoulder of the runway. The aircraft came to a full stop partly in the grass (see figure 1).

![Figure 1: The location where the aircraft came to a stop. (Source: Rotterdam The Hague Airport)](image)

**Evacuation**

After completion of the normal shutdown checklist, the captain ordered an emergency evacuation. Only the forward doors were opened and used by the passengers and the crew to vacate the aircraft. All passengers and crew evacuated the aircraft without any reported injuries. The engine fire handles were not pulled and the fire extinguishers and the emergency locator transmitter were not activated.
The flight crew

The captain joined the operator ten years ago. He held an EASA ATPL license valid to 29 February 2016, a Saab 340 rating and an instrument rating. His operator proficiency check was valid to 29 February 2016. The first officer joined the operator on 29 September 2014. He held an EASA CPL license valid to 30 November 2016, a Saab 340 rating and an instrument rating. His operator proficiency check was valid to 31 May 2016.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flight hours</th>
<th>Captain</th>
<th>First officer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5317</td>
<td>645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On type</td>
<td>5081</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last 90 days</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last 24 hours (including the incident flight)</td>
<td>3:34</td>
<td>4:03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The aircraft

The Saab 340B is a commercial aircraft with a passenger configuration of 34 seats, a double and single seat per row. At the time of the incident the operator had a total of 15 Saab 340B aircraft in its fleet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aircraft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serial number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationality and registration marks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight cycles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Saab 340B hydraulic system

Layout of the system

The Saab 340B hydraulic system (see figure 2) as described in the operator’s Aircraft Operations Manual (AOM) includes an electrically driven main pump, which under normal conditions supplies pressure to four accumulators. For emergency and maintenance use, a hand pump is installed which is operated by a lever. The hand pump is located in the floor at the cockpit’s right hand seat on the left hand side.
The four accumulators provide pressure to the following systems:

- The main accumulator supplies pressure to the flaps, the landing gear, the nose wheel steering and the propeller brake (if equipped).
- The emergency accumulator supplies pressure to the landing gear emergency up lock release.
- Two brake accumulators supply pressure to the brake system, one for the inboard and the other for the outboard brakes.

![Accumulator pressure relief valves](image)

![Broken down lock swivel is part of the landing gear](image)

**Figure 2: The hydraulic system - schematic.**

The hydraulic system contains two reservoirs for hydraulic fluid supply: the main reservoir with a capacity of approximately 5 litres and the hand pump reservoir of 2.5 litres. The hand pump reservoir supplies fluid to the hand pump exclusively.

Return lines (not presented in figure 2) will guide the hydraulic fluid from the aircraft systems powered by the hydraulic pressure back to the main hydraulic reservoir.

According to the manufacturer’s Aircraft Operations Manual (AOM) the main pump is controlled by a pressure switch in the main accumulator circuit and by landing gear operation. The main pump will operate automatically when the main accumulator pressure drops below 2100 psi or while the landing gear is in transit. If the main pump fails or the hydraulic fluid level in the main reservoir is low, the outboard and inboard brake accumulators can be pressurized by the hand pump. Fully pressurized brake accumulators can provide enough brake pressure for more than one normal landing
sequence. If the brake accumulator pressure drops below 1650 psi, which is the precharged pressure of the brake accumulator, a sudden decrease of pressure towards zero may be experienced. A large number of hand pump strokes and continuous pumping is required to achieve and maintain enough brake pressure during landing and taxiing. The hand pump reservoir has a capacity of 150 cubic inches (2.5 litres). In theory with this capacity approximately 150 full hand pump lever strokes\(^1\) are possible to pressurize the accumulators. The hand pump can only pressurize one accumulator at the time. The respective accumulator can be selected via the hand pump selector valve. According to the Saab 340B Aircraft Maintenance Manual; approximately 30-40 strokes are needed to increase the hydraulic pressure in one accumulator to operating pressure.

Pressure relief valves are present for all four accumulators. When the pressure increases to 3900 psi the pressure relief valves in that particular accumulator will open, decreasing the pressure in the accumulator by guiding the hydraulic fluid towards the return lines and into the main reservoir.

**Hydraulic landing gear system**

The Saab 340B is equipped with a conventional retractable landing gear. All gears retract in a forward direction. Normal landing gear operation (gear up or gear down) is by hydraulic power provided by the main pump and the main accumulator, resulting in a constantly pressurized system during normal operations. A spring load will keep the gears down and locked. In an emergency situation the landing gear can be extended by free fall or by use of the hydraulic hand pump. In case of hydraulic failure, the gear may be extended by free fall. By pulling the landing gear emergency extension handle in the cockpit floor, the gear actuator hydraulic pressure lines will be connected to the return lines to prevent hydraulic lock.

\(^1\) Calculated value based on hand pump reservoir capacity divided with a theoretical volume per full stroke.
Emergency accumulator pressure will then release the uplocks and the gear will extend and lock by gravity and aerodynamic forces. When the hydraulic pressure in the main accumulator drops below 2100 psi due to hydraulic system usage or by a leak in the main hydraulic system, the hydraulic pressure switch will switch the main pump to on. In the event of a leak in the main system the main pump will continue to supply hydraulic pressure to the hydraulic system. To mitigate the risk of spilling excessive hydraulic fluid, the main pump must be switched off manually.

**Swivels**

The Saab 340B hydraulic system contains six hydraulic swivels. A hydraulic swivel is a connection that allows the connected hydraulic lines to rotate. Hydraulic swivels are joints where the hydraulic fluid passes through. Three swivels are located on each main gear, one down lock swivel and two brake swivels. Each swivel consists of an aluminium block with aluminium hollow axes. Hydraulic fluid will flow through this aluminium block and hollow shaft.
After the incident the operator found that the aluminum shaft of one of the swivels was broken. The broken swivel was a down lock swivel and guided the hydraulic fluid and accompanied pressure towards the down locks.

This specific down lock swivel was fabricated in December 1987. Element Amsterdam\textsuperscript{2} investigated the broken swivel in order to determine the failure mechanism of the broken shaft from the hydraulic swivel. The swivel was broken due to fatigue. The swivels had been in place since the delivery of the aircraft in 1987.

\textbf{Service Bulletin 340-32-142}

After inquiry at Saab Aircraft a total of eleven events, including this incident, due to broken aluminum swivels were reported since 2002. Saab Aircraft issued a Service Bulletin 340-32-142, LANDING GEAR - INTRODUCTION OF NEW HYDRAULIC SWIVELS Mod No. 3493 on 15 January 2013.

The cycle inspections carried out by the operator after the occurrence (between 13 and 21 October 2015), showed that four out of fifteen Saab 340B were fully modified to the new hydraulic swivels. As a result of this incident the operator stated to increase their

effort to replace the remaining pre-modified aluminum swivels in their fleet and that the
remaining pre-modified aluminum swivels will be replaced by modified swivels before
the Final Report’s publication date.

Operational procedures

Malfunctions
According to the operator’s procedures (OM part B, page 3-1) the crew actions following
any caution or warning are (explanatory text added in italic):

1. fly the aircraft;
2. execute the memory items (memory items are coupled to specific malfunctions. These
   items require immediate actions by memory if the situation arises. At first notice of
   any malfunction the crew will start the applicable memory items, only if and when the
   aircraft is in a controlled situation);
3. execute the emergency checklists (these are checklists that apply to specific
   malfunctions);
4. execute the normal checklist;
5. execute the abnormal checklists (these are checklists that apply to specific malfunctions).

During take-off, it is necessary to suppress less important warnings in order not to
distract the flight crew. Therefore, the take-off inhibit mode should be selected prior to
take-off. The inhibit mode will deselect automatically after gear up selection or it can be
deselected by manual cancelation of the inhibit mode. The indication of a hydraulic
malfunction is one of the warnings that will be suppressed during take-off until the gear
is selected up or the inhibit mode is cancelled manually.

Hydraulic malfunctions
A hydraulic malfunction will present itself to the flight crew as an HYDR caption light on
the Central Warning Panel and is also visualised at the hydraulic pressure gauges and
hydraulic fluid quantity gauges positioned at the pedestal. After analysing the malfunction
the flight crew will start their failure management. In case of a hydraulic failure the crew
actions are to execute:

1. fly the aircraft;
2. the memory items that are needed:
   – to shut off the electrical hydraulic pump;
   – if the hydraulic warning light is switched on to check the hydraulic pressure gauges
     (page A32, see Appendix A);
3. the emergency checklist:
   – in case of a hydraulic failure no emergency checklists are available;
4. the normal checklist;
5. the abnormal checklist:
   – the abnormal checklists following a hydraulic failure, HYDR Light On (page A32,
     see Appendix A) and HYDRAULIC FLUID LOSS (page A33, see Appendix B).
Deactivating the electrical hydraulic pump is necessary in order to reduce the pressure in the hydraulic lines and prevent excessive leaking of hydraulic fluid. In case of a low hydraulic main pressure associated with a hydraulic fluid quantity low indication the hand pump system is only available for pressurising the brake accumulators (Expanded Abnormal Checklist page A34, see Appendix C). The aircraft should be landed with the flaps setting present at the time of the malfunction.

According to the operator’s OM following a hydraulic malfunction special attention should be noted to ground operations. When hydraulic pressure cannot be restored the aircraft should not be moved, the engines should be shut down and the aircraft towed to a suitable stand, since the brake accumulator pressure will rapidly deplete with use. If brake pressure can be maintained in the normal operating range in at least one brake accumulator via the hand pump, then the aircraft can be moved very carefully to clear the runway (Expanded Abnormal Checklist page A32x, Appendix A).

**Effect of hydraulic failure on the engine shut-down procedure**

The notes in the Expanded Abnormal Checklist (page A32x, Appendix A) provided by the operator instruct the crew to follow a different engine shutdown procedure when a hydraulic failure exists resulting in a loss of brake pressure. The alternate shutdown procedure is to prevent an unwanted forward thrust while the propellers move to feather with the possibility of an uncontrollable forward movement of the aircraft. The crew should use one of two methods to shut down the engines (Expanded Abnormal Checklist page A32x, see Appendix A):

1. Moving the condition levers from the Min-Max range straight to fuel off.
2. Pulling the engine fire handles and then putting the condition levers to fuel off after shut down.

The above procedures cause the engines to shut down with the propellers in the ground beta range, avoiding any increase in thrust at the moment the propellers move to feather.

**Ground evacuation**

The operator issued a decision tree in OM part B, page 11-14, to aid the captain of an aircraft in the decision to order an emergency evacuation or precautionary evacuation for the occupants (see figure 5). The assessment leads to three possibilities: evacuation, deplane, or normal disembarkation.
The operations manual lists a number of examples when to evacuate the aircraft including the situation when the aircraft has left the paved surface and the integrity of the aircraft is uncertain.

An emergency evacuation should be ordered by the captain if there is an imminent danger for the occupants on board of the aircraft. According the operator’s OM an emergency evacuation is very likely to result in a considerable number of injuries to the passengers due to the height of the forward exits above the ground. The passengers vacate the aircraft as soon as possible at any available exit while leaving all their hand baggage behind. There are two forward exits and two over wing exits. Additional actions for the crew are to pull the engine fire handles and the fire extinguishers, and to activate the Emergency Locator Transmitter.

The aircraft should be deplaned when there is no immediate threat or injury to the passengers or crew, but there is a considerable risk to the occupants if the situation deteriorates, or if the situation is uncertain. While deplaning the passengers vacate the aircraft as soon as practicable at the forward passenger exit. In these circumstance passengers are allowed to take their hand baggage with them. The operator’s OM addresses no example for deplaning in the situation of an aircraft departed the paved surface.

The passengers may disembark the aircraft the normal way when there is no imminent danger, immediate threat or risk to the occupants on board of the aircraft and the situation is stable.
The actual aircraft component failure during the flight with the Saab 340B on 30 September 2015, leading to the main hydraulic system failure, was a broken down lock swivel in the right main landing gear. In January 2013 Saab Aircraft issued a Service Bulletin to replace the aluminum hydraulic swivels with modified swivels. The broken swivel was of the pre-modification, aluminum type.

**Saab 340B hydraulic system**

**Redundancy of the system**
The Saab 340B came to a stop in the shoulder near the runway at Rotterdam airport as a result of a hydraulic system malfunction. The sequence of events raised the question whether the failure of the main hydraulic system precluded to continue a safe flight with the aircraft’s redundant systems.

In the event flight, the low hydraulic main pressure and low hydraulic fluid quantity, caused by the leaking down lock swivel, reduced the hydraulic system to the emergency hydraulic system. The emergency hydraulic system will operate the gear up lock activator by a separate accumulator and the hand pump system to provide hydraulic pressure to the left and right hand brake accumulator or flaps depending of the selection of the manual selector valve. Since the leaking down lock swivel was part of the main hydraulic system, to increase the hydraulic pressure was restricted to the left and right brake accumulators by hand pump. A safe landing configuration would be considered a configuration with the landing gear down and usable wheel brakes throughout the landing phase. The landing gear was available by the emergency landing gear extension procedure. The hand pump could provide hydraulic pressure to the left and right brake accumulator as long as the hydraulic fluid was available in the hand pump reservoir. According the operator’s OM the available hydraulic fluid in the hand pump reservoir would be sufficient for at least one landing. The aircraft hydraulic system provided redundancy in this particular situation.

**Risk of spilling hydraulic fluid by using the hand pump system**
Approximately 150 full strokes by hand pump are available before emptying the 2.5 litres hydraulic fluid in the hand pump reservoir. The pressure in both brake accumulators was in the normal operating range when flying in the Rotterdam holding. The flight crew decided to use the hand pump to increase the pressure in both brake accumulators further for a period of approximately six minutes in order to have as much braking power as possible. The number of hand pump strokes applied by the first officer in that period could not be determined. The notes in the expanded checklists HYDRAULIC FLUID LOSS could give the flight crew the impression that hydraulic fluid in the hand pump system is unlimited. The notes explain that a large number of hand pump strokes and continuous pumping is required to achieve and maintain enough brake pressure. The possibility
exists that continuous pumping could create an overpressure of approximately 3900 psi which will open the relief valves in the hand pump hydraulic system. This would spill hydraulic fluid into the main hydraulic system and with a main hydraulic system leak also loose hydraulic fluid from the hand pump system.

**Saab Aircraft Service Bulletin 340-32-142**

Saab Aircraft issued a Service Bulletin to replace the current swivel with a modified swivel L38710-SS on 15 January 2013. Although the leakage in the hydraulic system of the Saab 340B was the result of a broken down lock swivel L38710-SA, the aircraft hydraulic system provides enough redundancy (see paragraph Redundancy of the system) to validate the issuing of a (non-compulsory) Service Bulletin instead of a (restrictive) Airworthiness Directive.

**Crew**

According to the information received from the flight crew and the operator, the crew was qualified to fly the aircraft, the captain was experienced on the type and the flight crew followed the training in accordance with the operator’s OM.

**Operational procedures**

**Procedures regarding hydraulic abnormalities**

A HYDR caption light on the Central Warning Panel and an aural warning were activated during the initial climb. According to the procedures (memory items), in case of a hydraulic failure, the electrical hydraulic pump shall be switched off. The flight crew delayed switching off the electrical hydraulic pump until they started reading the expanded abnormal checklist. Therefore, a prolonged loss of hydraulic fluid occurred. However, the prolonged loss of hydraulic fluid did not hinder the outcome of events. No clear reason was found to explain the delayed switching off of the hydraulic pump.

The hydraulic abnormal checklists in the operator’s OM are extensive checklists, including many conditional statements leading the flight crew to the other checklists if the situation dictates. The flight crew started with the HYDR Light On checklist page A32 (Appendix A). This checklist includes important notes at page A32x (Appendix A) covering ground operations with hydraulic malfunctions. These notes concern alternate engine shutdown procedures when a hydraulic failure exists and threats when the aircraft is taxied with the HYDR caption on and loosing brake accumulator pressure. These notes can easily been overseen, because it is not included in the checklist actions on page A32. Particularly when the conditional statement main hydraulic pressure low and hydraulic quantity low is true, then the flight crew is directed towards the checklist covering HYDRAULIC FLUID LOSS on page A33x (Appendix B). When they proceed on that page, they do not read about the threats applicable to HYDR caption light on during the ground operations anymore. Following the checklist, page A34 ends with a consideration to increase the
hydraulic main pressure before landing. Page A35 contains the warning and a note regarding the after landing procedures (Appendix C).

In the Saab Aircraft AOM a note is included concerning the abnormal engine shutdown procedure in concert with loss of hydraulic brake pressure in the manufactures HYDRAULIC FLUID LOSS checklist page A42 exp (Appendix D). Providing the abnormal engine shutdown procedures in the after landing section, will increase the crew awareness of the applicable abnormal engine shutdown procedures.

The manufacturer and the operator informed that they are in the process of amending the HYDRAULIC FLUID LOSS and HYD Light On checklists in order to address ground operation with hydraulic malfunctions in a clear and more directive manner. This will eliminate the possibility that flight crews miss these notes and subsequently do not follow the alternate shutdown procedure resulting in uncontrolled forward movement of the aircraft due to increased engine thrust while the propellers feather. Furthermore, the updated checklist contains an instruction not to taxi with a HYDR caption light on.

The HYDRAULIC FLUID LOSS notes on page A33x repeatedly warned that continuous pumping of the brakes is required to achieve and maintain enough brake pressure. No particular attention is given to the limited amount of hydraulic fluid in the hand pump reservoir and the associated limited number of (150) lever strokes, while the note in the expanded checklist gives the impression that this capacity is unlimited.

**Evacuation procedure**

According to the operator’s OM the emergency evacuation procedure can easily lead to multiple injuries of passengers exiting the aircraft. Therefore, the flight crew should make the best possible decision for the situation. In this situation the captain solely based his decision to emergency evacuate the aircraft on the fact that the aircraft had left the paved surface. The captain did not follow the company’s procedures as depicted in the decision tree (See figure 5). According to this procedure, the best possible way to disembark the passengers in the current situation was a normal disembarkation.
Conclusions

Conclusion 1
The serious incident on 30 September 2015 with the Saab 340B at Rotterdam The Hague Airport was initiated by a broken aluminum down lock swivel of the right hand main landing gear due to fatigue. This problem was recognized by Saab Aircraft and they issued a non-compulsory Service Bulletin 340-32-142 to replace the aluminum swivels.

The Saab 340B hydraulic system provides sufficient redundancy to continue safe operation when an aluminum swivel fails. The non-compulsory Service Bulletin 340-32-142 issued by Saab Aircraft to replace the aluminum swivels instead of an Airworthiness Directive is therefore acceptable.

Conclusion 2
The flight crew delayed the appropriate memory item, hydraulic pump switch off, during the hydraulic failure. No particular reason was found.

Conclusion 3
The layout of the hydraulic malfunction checklists, and the missing engine shutdown procedure made the flight crew to shut down the engine by the normal procedure. This resulted in an uncontrolled forward motion of the aircraft which ended in the grass next to the runway, with neither braking nor nose wheel steering capabilities.

Conclusion 4
When the central hydraulic system fails, one has to rely on the hydraulic backup systems. The HYDRAULIC FLUID LOSS Expanded Abnormal Checklist gives the impression that operation of the hand pump lever hydraulic system is unlimited, while in practice this is limited to approximately 150 lever strokes.

The outcome of this incident however was influenced by the decision of the flight crew to increase the pressure of the brake accumulators by using the hand pump, although the brake accumulators were already on working pressure capable of at least one full landing. The activation of the hand pump, with the brake accumulators on normal hydraulic pressure, may create an overpressure resulting in the activation of the relief valve spilling the limited available hydraulic fluid overboard.

The loss of brake pressure on the runway may have been avoided if the flight crew was more aware of the limitations of the hand pump hydraulic system.
Conclusion 5
After the aircraft stopped in the grass next to the runway, there were no imminent threats for aircraft occupants and the aircraft integrity was evident. Therefore a normal disembarkation was possible.

Measures and actions

After this incident the operator replaced all pre-modified aluminum swivels in her Saab 340B fleet.

Due to previous Saab 340B hydraulic malfunctions the manufacturer and the operator are in the process of amending the HYDRAULIC FLUID LOSS and HYD Light On checklists. The amended checklists will address ground operation with hydraulic malfunctions in a clear and more directive manner.

The occurrence was not serious enough for an interim recommendation because no reports are known of similar incidents. In response to conclusion 4 the Dutch Safety Board issued two recommendations to the manufacturer and in response to conclusions 2 and 5 the Dutch Safety Board issued a recommendation to the operator.
Based on the conclusions and actions taken the Dutch Safety Board made the following recommendations.

1. Saab Aircraft is recommended to amend the HYDRAULIC FLUID LOSS Expanded Abnormal checklist to include information about the limited operational capability of the hand pump system, because when the central hydraulic system fails one has to rely on the hydraulic backup systems. 3

2. Saab Aircraft is recommended to address Saab 340 operators that pilot’s basic and recurrent technical training include more awareness about the hand pump system limitations and the possibility of overpressure and the consequences during a hydraulic fluid loss event. 4

3. The operator is recommended to increase awareness of pilots during recurrent training of:
   a. timely initiation of the memory items, direct relevant to flight safety;
   b. the considerations given by the operator about an evacuation in relation to the risk of injuries of the passengers. 5

---

3 The safety recommendation reference number in the European Safety Recommendation Information System (SRIS) is NL.SIA-2016-0002.
4 The safety recommendation reference number in the European Safety Recommendation Information System (SRIS) is NL.SIA-2016-0003.
5 The safety recommendation reference number in the European Safety Recommendation Information System (SRIS) is NL.SIA-2016-0004.
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**HYDR Light On**

1. HYDR PUMP switch............................................ OFF
2. Check HYDRAULIC INDICATORS.

- EMER and MAIN pressure are BOTH LOW:
  
  **CAUTION:** Leave flaps in present position.

  SPEED BELOW 200 KIAS:

3. LANDING GEAR handle................................. DOWN

4. EMER LGD handle....................................... PULL

5. LAND at nearest suitable airport.

6. Apply HYDRAULIC FLUID LOSS procedure for flaps considerations and brake operation.

7. If landing gear not down and locked apply EMERGENCY LANDING procedure.

8. END OF PROCEDURE.

- EMER pressure LOW AND MAIN pressure NORMAL:

3. Apply HYDRAULIC FLUID LOSS procedure for Landing Gear, Flaps and Brake operation.

- Follow procedure as for HYD MAIN PRESS LOW.

4. END OF PROCEDURE.

- EMER pressure NORMAL AND MAIN pressure LOW:

- HYD QTY DECREASING OR BELOW RED RADIAL LINE:

3. Apply HYDRAULIC FLUID LOSS procedure for Landing Gear, Flap and Brake operation.

4. END OF PROCEDURE.

- HYD QTY NORMAL:(check HYD PUMP AUTO Cb F-8)

3. HYDR PUMP switch................................. OVRD then OFF

- Place switch momentarily into OVRD position and check for increase in MAIN pressure.

- NO INCREASE in MAIN pressure when in OVRD:

4. Apply HYDRAULIC FLUID LOSS procedure for Landing Gear, Flap and Brake operation.

5. END OF PROCEDURE.

- INCREASE in MAIN pressure when in OVRD:

4. Switch between OVRD and OFF as required to maintain pressure when operating hydraulic systems.

5. END OF PROCEDURE.

- EMER and MAIN pressure are BOTH NORMAL:

- This indicates high temperature in the main reservoir.

3. Switch between OVRD and OFF as required to maintain pressure when required for Landing Gear, Flap and Brake operation.

4. HYDR PUMP switch................................. OVRD

5. END OF PROCEDURE.
HYDR light on

- The light will come on if low hydraulic pressure in any of the hydraulic accumulators or high fluid temp in the main reservoir.
- Maximum speed for gear normal and emergency extension is 200 kias
- With HYD QTY NORMAL and NO INCREASE in MAIN pressure when in OVRD indicates a faulty electrical pump, this will require manual extension of the gear with the hand pump. This is reflected under HYD FLUID LOSS checklist.

HYDR caption during ground operation

If the HYDR caption illuminates during ground operation the correct action is:

- STOP the aircraft
- SET the Park Brake
- Vital Actions

The aircraft should not then be moved until Hydraulic pressure can be restored (see note2). If Hydraulic pressure cannot be restored the engines should be shut down and the aircraft towed to a suitable stand.

The Threats

If the aircraft is taxied with the HYDR caption on:

- The nosewheel steering will stop functioning abruptly.
- Brake accumulator pressure will rapidly deplete with use
- THE PARK BRAKE MAY NOT OPERATE if both accumulators have pressure outside the green band which will:
  1. Allow the aircraft to roll way on a slope or runway camber
     AND
  2. Allow the aircraft to move forward as the engines are shut down.

NOTE 1: If the aircraft is checked the forward force generated during a normal shut down is sufficient to jump the checks if the park brake is not or cannot be set.

The engines can be shut down by one of two methods to prevent forward thrust at shutdown.

1. Moving the condition levers from the MIN-MAX range straight to fuel off.
2. Pulling the fire handles and then putting the condition levers to fuel off after shut down.

The above procedures cause the engines to shut down with the propellers in the ground beta range rather than feather.

NOTE 2: The aircraft may be moved very carefully to clear a runway or taxiway if brake accumulator pressure can be restored and maintained in the green band in at least one brake accumulator via the hand pump.

Under no circumstances should the aircraft be taxied to the apron, into an obstructed area or onto a taxiway with a significant slope. If there is any doubt that brake accumulator pressure cannot be retained in the green band in at least one brake accumulator the aircraft should be stopped, engines shut down and the aircraft towed to the apron.
# HYDRAULIC FLUID LOSS

1. HYDR PUMP switch..................................................OFF

   Landing Gear Extension

2. AIRSPEED.......................................................... MAX 200 KIAS

   EITHER HYD QTY OR HYD MAIN pressure LOW:

3. LANDING GEAR handle............................... DOWN

4. HAND PUMP selector................................. FLAPS/LDG GEAR
   - Operate hand pump until the landing gear is down
   and locked.

   HAND Pump extension successful:

5. BRAKE pressure................................................. CHECK

   BOTH HYD QTY AND HYD MAIN pressure LOW OR
   Hand pump extension not successful:

3. EMERG LDG handle........................................ PULL

4. LANDING GEAR handle............................... DOWN

5. BRAKE PRESSURE................................................. CHECK

   If brake pressure needs to be increased

**CAUTION:** If HYD QTY loss was accompanied by an excessive
pressure loss in INB or OUTB BRK accumulator,
DO NOT use hand pump to increase pressure in
that accumulator. (Pressure loss in BRK
accumulator is always accompanied by loss in the
MAIN accumulator.)

1. HAND PUMP Selector................................. SET TO DESIRED
   - Operate hand pump to increase
   BRAKE SYSTEM brake accumulator pressure.

**NOTE:** A fully charged brake system will normally be sufficient
   to stop the aircraft using normal braking technique.
   Braking with the anti-skid system ON normally consumes
   less hydraulic fluid than with anti-skid system OFF.

### BOTH brake systems pressurised:

2. Use normal braking technique.
   - Avoid excess cycling of brakes.

### ONE brake system pressurised.

2. Increase Vref by malfunction and Ice increment. Consider
   increased landing distance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lading Flip</th>
<th>ICE ACC</th>
<th>ICE INCR F20/35</th>
<th>M V F20/35</th>
<th>MAVTI</th>
<th>LDF F20/35</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td>+20/+25</td>
<td>WI</td>
<td>1.42/1.42*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>+30/25</td>
<td>WI</td>
<td>1.69/1.30*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>WI</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>+20/25</td>
<td>WI</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>WI</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>WI</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Assumes use of full reverse

3. Use normal braking technique.
   - Avoid excessive cycling of brakes
HYDRAULIC FLUID LOSS

- A large number of hand pump strokes are required for flap and landing gear operation.
- Stroke resistance characteristics vary from very light to rather heavy.
- Position of hand pump selector is important. Normally centre for gear and flaps and at the outer end (left/right) for inboard/outboard brakes. Small adjustments to these positions might be necessary to achieve enough brake pressure.
- A large number of hand pump strokes and continuous pumping is required to achieve and maintain enough brake pressure.
- Normal action with a faulty hydraulic pump is to tow the aircraft on ground. It is a challenging task to taxi on ground with just the handpump as pressure source.
- Direct entry into this procedure is when Hydraulic Quantity is low. The majority of Hydraulic fault related procedures refer to this procedure for Landing Gear, Flaps and Brake operation.
- Even though emergency extension does not require the Landing Gear handle to be selected down it shall be selected down for the obvious reason for agreeing with the Landing Gear position. It is also required for ant-skid function.
- Maximum speed for gear normal or emergency extension is 200 KIAS.
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If brake pressure needs to be increased

**NO brake system pressurised.**

1. Increase Vref by malfunction and ice increment. Consider increased landing distance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Landing Flap</th>
<th>ICE ACC</th>
<th>ICE INCR F20/25</th>
<th>Mi F20/25</th>
<th>MiWi</th>
<th>LDF F20/25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0°</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td>+20/25</td>
<td>+Wi</td>
<td>2,89/3.10*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>- +Wi</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td></td>
<td>+Wi</td>
<td>2,60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>+Wi</td>
<td>2,50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Assumes use of full reverse

3. Use reverse thrust as required for stopping.

**Flaps**

**NOTE:** If HYD MAIN pressure was NORMAL before landing gear extension, follow procedure below as for HYD QTY OR HYD MAIN pressure LOW.

**EITHER HYD QTY OR HYD MAIN pressure LOW:**

1. FLAP handle...................... SET to DESIRED POSITION
2. HAND PUMP selector................. FLAPS/LDG GEAR
   - Operate hand pump until desired flap setting is obtained.

**BOTH HYD QTY AND HYD MAIN pressure LOW:**

- DO NOT operate flaps, land with present flap setting.

1. Increase Vref by malfunction increment and consider increased landing distance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Landing Flap</th>
<th>ICE ACC</th>
<th>ICE INCR F20/25</th>
<th>Mi F20/25</th>
<th>MiWi</th>
<th>LDF F20/25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0°</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+20/25</td>
<td>+Wi</td>
<td>1,391.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td>+10/15</td>
<td>+Wi</td>
<td>1,151.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td>+15/15</td>
<td>+Wi</td>
<td>1,391.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. GPWS FLAP / TAWS FLAP switch....................... OVRD

**Before Landing**

- If either HYD QTY or HYD MAIN pressure low consider increasing HYD MAIN pressure before landing, by use of the HAND PUMP, to assure nose wheel steering function during roll out. If hydraulic pressure is lost, nose wheel steering will be inoperative.

CONTINUED
WARNING: Do not taxi with a faulty hydraulic pump. Once the aircraft has come to a stop after landing, shut down the engines with the fire handles to prevent uncontrolled forward thrust. Tow the aircraft to a safe parking place. Ensure the AUTOCOARSE system is selected OFF prior to shutting down the engines.

NOTE: During taxi with a non-functioning hydraulic pump the hydraulic functions will be abruptly lost when hydraulic accumulator pressure falls below about 1850 psi.

END OF PROCEDURE.
ABNORMAL PROCEDURES - EXPANDED ABNORMAL CHECKLISTS
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HYDRAULIC FLUID LOSS

Applicable to aircraft with Dowty propellers

- At engine shut down and if the Condition Levers are moved rapidly to START position, there will be a momentary burst of forward power. This will cause a yaw if one engine is shut down at a time or cause the aircraft to move forward if parked on a slippery area, or if the brakes are inoperative. A smooth feathering will be accomplished by monitoring the PROP OIL pressure, which initially rises and then drops when CL is about half way between MIN and START. At pressure rise, hold the CL for a few seconds then move slowly into START. This can be avoided by leaving the CL's at the MIN position and shutting down the engines with the fire handle.

Applicable to aircraft with Hamilton Sundstrand propellers

- At engine shut down and if the Condition Levers are moved rapidly to START position, there will be a momentary burst of forward power. This will cause a yaw if one engine is shut down at a time or cause the aircraft to move forward if parked on a slippery area, or if the brakes are inoperative. This can be avoided by leaving the CL's at the MIN position and shutting down the engines with the fire handle.
HYDRAULIC FLUID LOSS

(Cont'd)

After landing

WARNING
Do not taxi with a faulty hydraulic pump. Once the aircraft has come to a stop after landing, shut down engines with Fire Handles to prevent uncontrolled forward thrust. Tow the aircraft to a safe parking.
Ensure that AUTO OIL is selected to OFF prior to shutting down the engines.

NOTE
During taxiing with a non-functional hydraulic pump, use nose wheel steering and brakes with great care. The functions will be abruptly lost when hydraulic accumulator pressure falls below about 1650 psi.

3. End of procedure.